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Presentation Notes
This exploratory research compares the patterns of use and access of materials provided in Criminal Justice courses. Data from courses taught using a moderately priced traditional textbook is compared to one taught using Open Access textbook material. Both cohorts are provided with alternative resources (i.e. videos, articles, weblinks) via the Blackboard LMS. Additionally, data are derived from both  face-to-face and online formats, the assessments for which are online quizzes, essay exams, blogs and short papers. BMCC Library initiated the Open/Alternative Textbook Program and collaborated with CETLS [The Center for Excellence in Teaching, Learning, and Scholarship] to offer the workshops. Funding for first semester came from the Library, after that funding came through Academic Affairs/Provost Wilks. While the surveys are implemented as part of the Open/Alternative Textbook Program, the funding for the program is solely for stipends for faculty who participate.



Comparative Demographics 

Table 1.  
Racial 

Demographics 

BMCC % 
N=24472 

CRJ % 
N=2690 

Am Indian .4% .5% 

Asian 14.7% 8.1% 

Black  31.4% 27.2% 

Latino 41.4% 56.5% 
White 12.2% 7.7% 

Table 2  
Gender 

Demographics 

BMCC % 
N=24472 

CRJ % 
N=2690 

Male 43% 49.9% 

Female 57% 50.1% 

BMCC students 
91% - TAP eligible  
61% - Associate in Arts 
11%  - CRJ majors 
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POPULATION - BMCC N=24472- CRJ     N=2690 BMCC students18% of A.A. students are CRJ  Associate in Applied Science15% Associate in Science 24%  CRJ %N=2690<19     24.8%19       21.6%20-22  36.3%23-24  7.2%25-29  6.4%30-44  3%45+    .5% 



Comparisons - Access 
Table 3. When did you first access the textbook or other 

materials for this course 
All % 
N=117 

OER% 
N=17 

Traditional % 
N=100 

Before classes started 18% 18% 18% 

1st week of classes 64% 71% 63% 

2nd week of classes 13% 12% 13% 

3rd week of or later 4% 0% 5% 

Table 4. Compared to most other courses you've taken, 
how would you rate access to course materials? 

All % 
N=117 

OER % 
N=17 

Traditional % 
N=100 

easier to access 43% 29% 45.5% 

about the same to 
access 53% 65% 50.5% 

more difficult to 
access 4% 6% 4% 

Table 5. What technology did you mostly 
use to access the materials (readings, 

textbook, videos, etc.) ? 
All % 
N=118 

OER % 
N=17 

Traditional % 
N=101 

Own 
computer 75% 76% 74% 

Tablet/Phone 13% 12% 13% 

Computers at 
BMCC 8% 12% 8% 

Family/Friend
computer / E-

reader 
(Kindle/Nook, etc)/ 

4% *% 5% 
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TABLE  3. Just under 2/3 of students access in week 1 of classes, but OER courses are slightly more likely to access in that first week (+8%)Possible Explanations: available on BBDo not have to wait for financial aidDo not have to go to the library or bookstore to accessDo not have to order online (and wait for the material)The above said, Table 4 shows that just under half of the traditional textbook users indicate that the course materials were easier to access. Possible Explanations:It may be the design of the course. Because all materials except the textbook are available via BB, which is not always true of other textbook courses. (Some material is handed out or on reserve or must be searched for in a journal. ) – this may seem easier – as the question does not ask if the textbook was easier to access, but rather the “course materials.” Table 4 OER students indicate that the course material is “about the same” to access. Possible Explanations:This data was derived from 101 students in a fall semester, which often includes first semester students who may not have anything to compare to. I do not have that data as to what semester these students are, but 100% have said this is their first time taking the OER course, whereas 11% of the textbook students had take the given course at least on time previously, which means they may be comparing their access to the previous course, other CJ courses or other courses in general in their time at BMCC. Table 5. ¾ of students use their own computers. When alternate sources of access are considered, OER students are 1.5 X more likely to use computers at BMCCPossible Explanation:  those who like to print material can do so on campus at no cost to them. None of the OER text is pre printed or on reserve for the students. 



Comparisons USE 

Table 7. Where did you do work (reading, writing, studying, etc.) for this course?  
Multi-response 

  All % 
N=118 

OER % 
N=17 

Traditional % 
N=101 

At Home 90% 94% 89% 
In the library 41% 41% 41% 

In transit, on the train or bus 38% 24% 41% 
At work 31% 12% 34% 

In study rooms on campus 23% 18% 24% 
Computer Labs on campus 18% 24% 17% 

In a public  place with wifi (Starbucks, 
McDonald’s, etc.) 

14% 18% 13% 

Common space on campus 11% 18% 10% 

Table 6. How much of the required reading/viewing (including texts, videos, podcasts, etc.) 

for this course were you able to do? 
  All % 

N=117 
OER % 

N=17 
Traditional % 

N=100 

None of it 1% 0% 1% 

Some of it 35% 23.5% 37% 

All of it 64% 74.5% 62% 
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Table 6. shows that about 2/3 of ALL students indicated that they completed all of the required reading and viewing. Notable difference – about ¾ of OER students indicated using “All” of the materialPossible explanations: “all of it” was interpreted as “all of the reading” which was the textbook excerpts. It was clearly stated to students that the weekly quizzes were directly derived from the OER textbook materials. online course format - videos, additional links, powerpoints AND textbook were required for completion of a thorough discussion board, it may be an artifact of the online format and assessment mechanism.Table 7: Nearly all students worked on course assignments  & required reading and viewing at home.slightly higher proportion (+5%) were OER students indicating that they worked on material at home.OER students also more likely to do schoolwork in Campus computer labs (+7%), in public places with wifi (+5%) and in common spaces on campus (+8%).Explanations: may be tied to the need for the internet in an online class --  need computer for online discussion, quizzes and video viewing, OR that even if F2F all material I offer would still be only available via BB, and all quizzes and assignments would be require internet access. ALTHOUGH all of my F2F and hybrid classes require online quizzes and access to assignment instructions and upload, and the textbooks are available electronically. [MORE BIVARIATE ANALYSIS needs to happen comparing class format and textbook student USE]Campus Computer labs  have internet, hardware and printing (more later!) if students do not download material to read offline. Public places have Wifi for internet accessCommon spaces have internet access and ¾ of all students said they used their own computer, which may mean a laptop. Interestingly, OER students are 1.  almost ½ as likely (-17%) to conduct work in transitas above, for online class and also that all the OER is available online unless the text is printed. [NOTE: when asked how much of the material students in the OER course printed, nearly half [47%]said NONE of it, and half said SOME of it  [47%]]Transit wireless -not available on all modes of public transport -  when it is it may be spotty2.  about 1/3 as likely (-22%) to conduct work at work may not have enough time to access and peruse the material OER students may not actually have internet access at work (unless they use their own phone data, which is only 12% of either cohort.)3. ¼ less likely to complete work in the study rooms on campus – unless they print, it is possible that the study rooms are not permissive of electronic study habits or study rooms require use of a laptop and the computer that students use that is their own may actually be a desktop, so they are more likely to use computer labs [which they are from Table 5 --- 1.5X more likely. 



OER specific measures 
OER Students who printed material (N=9) 

 6  Prefer reading on paper 
 6  Wanted to take notes on the page 
 3  Reading on the screen makes my eyes tired 

 

Table 8. Do you think you learn as well with digital 
materials as you do with paper textbooks 
  OER % 

N=17 

yes 47% 
no 18% 

Not sure 35% 



Student comments 

Drawbacks  
29% - no drawbacks 

“…at times there may not be good 
enough wifi. However in our 
society we are abundant to 

internet usage (technology as 
whole) so it all depends” 

“When I'm doing online work, it 
would of been easier to physically 

have the book next to me.” 

“A lot of information to take in at 
once.”*** 

Benefits 
 

“It helps me to save up my money 
as well as be able to access 

materials online much faster and 
easier as oppose to a simple 

textbook which can be boring.” 

“I was never stressed by if I could 
afford the textbooks, and so I 

didn't put off the work.” 

“Readily available and organized 
by the sections of the course.”** 
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**not all OER courses may be organize as I did, which is to present modules and the assigned readings by week – which is particularly useful for online format. *** this could be unique to my class and the amount of pages I require, as well as online video  and ppt material to review prior to posting a discussion. Student's first semester and overwhelming
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